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This meeting agenda and notes were sent as a Bb Learn announcement/email to the OLC Emerging Technologies Committee on 6/28/18.

Feel free to make any revisions you wish. Notify Mike Galloway and/or group of any corrections that the group should know. Comments/suggestions/revisions welcome.

***OLC MTG Agenda & Notes for June 22, 2018***

In attendance (Zoom or otherwise)
- Mike Galloway (late - meeting started late due to that -- Sorry all!)
- Ian Kollar (by Zoom, had to leave before very late start of meeting)
- Fran Cornelius (by Zoom)
- Irina Ciobanescu (by Zoom, had to leave before very late start of meeting)
- Mike Shelmet
- Tom DeChiaro

We met in Korman 115 for this 6/22/18 meeting, for those who wished to attend in-person.

Our future meetings will be in either Korman 115 or Korman 117
- ODP facilities are moving monitors and stuff around in ODP L209 conference room and nearby rooms.

Could Not Attend: Steve Earth, Pat Riccio, Tim Siftar, Kristian Reid, Matthew Cockerell
Not in attendance: John Gould

*Agenda*

Quick Updates
- New members joining our group:
  - Kristian Reid
  - Matthew Cockerell
- Leaving our group
  - Thomas Heverin
- Mike G on 5/13/18 posted research found by Tim Siftar and John Gould to our shared Bb Learn course shells

For any future demos we give, Mike G will provide the following in the description and at the start/end of the meeting.

- **ALWAYS consult your department’s IT staff and/or Drexel ITG ([itg@drexel.edu](mailto:itg@drexel.edu)), before adopting a new technology for a course, section, department, or college.**

- Mike G gave pre-recorded report at OLC ETC Town Hall
  - You can view it and other reports from other committees on our past and future demos webpage below.
  - [https://docs.cci.drexel.edu/display/OLCETC/OLC+Emerging+Technologies+Committee+Home](https://docs.cci.drexel.edu/display/OLCETC/OLC+Emerging+Technologies+Committee+Home)

Upcoming Demos
- Primal Pictures - 7/5/18 10-11am Rush 006
- Project 1 Calculus Aid - 8/16/18 1-2pm Rush 006

Emailed Patrick Jones and Susan Aldridge for section with link on Drexel Inspire webpage.
Now have link to our past and future demos webpage in “Emerging Technologies Committee” section at webpage below.
- [http://drexel.edu/inspire/resources-archives/resources/](http://drexel.edu/inspire/resources-archives/resources/)

Emailed Dawn Hammond and Hyacen Putmon about emailing more people
Now have link to our past and future demos webpage in “Emerging Technologies Committee” section at webpage below.

Upcoming Events Calendar

**eDUsuite/OLC Prof Dev Cmte/ETC collaboration**
- eDUsuite is a project currently in Bb Learn where instructors can go to find instructional technology ideas, but with a lot of how to use them and get going with them explained
- Working with these groups on moving this project out of Bb Learn, as they want a public website.
- Meeting next Friday on this, and Mike meeting with 2 members following Monday. Talking about using the wiki Mike uses at Drexel CCI for documentation and training to facilitate this.

Discussed briefly next OLC ETC meetings right before or after eDUsuite collaboration meetings
- If it fits Tom’s schedule
- Agreed it would be okay.

Yellowdig praise - pilot Drexel Health Administration during SP 18
- They are looking to do another pilot or use again.

https://learn.dcollege.net/webapps/Bb-wiki-BB5a3199fc4282a/wikiView?course_id=_209366_1&wiki_id=_100955_1&page_guid=4ede385e3ccf4a90deb6f23d5c7...
• Might be the one we want to recommend to Aldridge
• Go through Mike Shelmet for future requests on this
• DUO and CNHP now know to go through their tech person, and Mike Shelmet knows this for future requests like this.
• Tom is good with this as a recommendation, though much of the functionality could be added to Blackboard, but not sure what Blackboard's roadmap is.
• So if people really like it, go for it, Tom says.

Erin Horvath, Vice President of Faculty Affairs, wants to hold off on survey, as faculty have been over-surveyed.
• So holding off on our survey for now, says Fran

FlipGrid - Alan Hecht sent Microsoft Blog article and likely plan to put it into Office 365
• No ETA on when that will happen

If something partially surveyed/vetted, than this group can set up demo for it with vendor
• This is what happened with Primal Pictures

Mini-follow-up with presenters - Pat and Fran will spearhead
• 1-minute or talk/survey, with some questions about how faculty reacted to various demos/presentations
• Coffee with faculty

cDUsuite meetings are for sure happening on date sent out
• Next meeting is 6/29/18, Friday, 2-3pm

End of meeting